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We give an algorithm that takes a proposed terminating hypergeometric identity
of the form
F n , k s f n , n G n .  . 0
k
 .  .and directly from n , F n, k , and f n computes an explicit integer n such that if0 1
 4  .  .the equality holds for all n g n , n q 1, . . . , n then  F n, k s f n for all0 0 1 k
n G n ; otherwise the proposed identity is obviously false. This paper contains the0
first estimate for n . Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.1
We give an algorithm that takes a proposed terminating hypergeometric
identity of the form
F n , k s f n , n G n .  . 0
k
 .  .and directly from n , F n, k , and f n computes an explicit integer n0 1
 4such that if the equality holds for all n g n , n q 1, . . . , n then0 0 1
 .  . F n, k s f n for all n G n ; otherwise the proposed identity is obvi-k 0
ously false.
The idea that one can reduce proving a hypergeometric identity to
w xchecking a finite number of special cases was known to Zeilberger 8 in
the late 1970s. Indeed, Zeilberger is the first to realize that Sister Celine's
technique for obtaining pure recurrence relations satisfied by hypergeo-
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w xmetric polynomials 2 opens the door to automatic proving of hypergeo-
metric identities. Zeilberger used the fact that, given a proposed hyper-
 .  .geometric expression  F n, k s  G n, k , we can show that thek k
 .  .equality holds for all n by showing that both  F n, k and  G n, kk k
satisfy the same recurrence and agree for a sufficiently large initial
segment of the positive integers.
w x  .Zeilberger also suggested 8, p. 122 that given an identity  F n, k sk
 .  .  .f n , where F n, k and f n are hypergeometric terms, there exists an
 .  .integer n obtainable directly from F n, k and f n such that the identity1
 .  .  . F n, k s f n is true for all n if and only if it is true for n F n .k 1
w  .xAndrews gave the example 1, Eq. 5.1
1y2m y 1, 2m q x q 2, x y z q , x q m q 1, z q m q 12F s 0,5 4 x q 1 r2, 1 q xr2, 2 z q m q 1 , 1 q 2 x y 2 z .  .
for which the recurrence equation given by the computer contains coeffi-
cients in the nonillions and decillions. Since getting recurrence relations
 .  .satisfied by hypergeometric terms F n, k and f n involves solving a
 .generally large symbolic linear system of equations and can be pro-
w xhibitively difficult on a computer 9 , the possibility of checking a finite
number of cases numerically with the aid of a calculator instead of a
.powerful computer is very appealing indeed.
w xWith the help of some techniques of Wilf and Zeilberger in 4 , an
approach is developed in this paper, and we are able to give the first
estimate for n . Although the number n is large compared to the estimate1 1
from the recurrence, the approach and the estimate provide a stepping
stone for lowering the bound further, thereby increasing the feasibility of
numerical checking. We restrict ourselves to the case of one summation
variable for an ordinary terminating hypergeometric identity. The case of
many summation variables can be done in a similar manner.
In Section 1, we give the terminology and theorems needed to state the
main theorem. Section 2 contains a discussion of the central problem to
 .estimating n directly from F n, k . Section 3 contains the techniques1
from Wilf and Zeilberger, some estimating lemmas for the height of a
product of polynomials, a proposition about when a polynomial does not
vanish, and an algorithm for solving a homogeneous symbolic linear system
of equations. Section 4 gives steps for estimating directly from the hyper-
 .  .geometric term F n, k the degree of the leading non-zero coefficient
 .  .a n in a recurrence satisfied by F n, k , and the positive integer n such0 a
 .that a n / 0 for all n G n . With an estimate for n , Section 5 contains0 a a
a proof of the main theorem. The approach allows us to obtain several
generalizations, two of which are given in the final section.
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1. DEFINITIONS AND A THEOREM
The following is a reformulation of the first definition in Section 3.1
w xof 4 .
w xDEFINITION 1.1 4 . Let a's, b's, u's, and ¨ 's be arbitrarily fixed and
independent integers, and c's and w's be arbitrary integers.
 .1 A proper-hypergeometric term is a function of the form
 p a n q b k q c ! .ss1 s s s kF n , k s P n , k j , .  . q u n q ¨ k q w ! .ss1 s s s
where P is a polynomial and j is a parameter.
 .  .2 We will say that F is well-defined at n, k if none of the numbers
 4a n q b k q c : s s 1, 2, . . . , p is a negative integer.s s s
 .  .  .3 We will say that F n, k s 0 if F is well-defined at n, k and at
 4least one of the numbers u n q ¨ k q w : s s 1, 2, . . . , q is a negatives s s
 .integer, or P n, k s 0.
w xDEFINITION 1.2 4 . A proper-hypergeometric term F is said to satisfy a
 . 2k-free recurrence at n , k g Z if there are integers I, J and polynomi-0 0
 .als a s a n that do not depend on k and are not all zero, such thati, j i, j
the relation
I J
a n F n y j, k y i s 0 1.1 .  .  .  i , j
is0 js0
 . 2  .holds for all n, k in some R neighborhood of n , k , in the sense that0 0
 .F is well-defined at all of the arguments that occur, and the relation 1.1
is true.
w xThe next definition, again from 4 , is about the limits of the summation
 . kfor the hypergeometric series  F n, k x associated with a proper-k
hypergeometric F.
 . w  .  .xFor a fixed integer n, we let B n s a n , b n denote a maximal
 .interval of integer values of k for which F n, k is well-defined and
 .non-zero. Just outside of the interval B n we suppose that there are
 .  .  .  .intervals a n F k - a n and b n - k F b n in which F is well-de-
 .fined and is equal to 0. We call the interval B n a natural support of F.
w x  .DEFINITION 1.3 4 . An admissible hypergeometric term F n, k is one
 .in which for all sufficiently large n there is a natural support B n such
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 .that B n is compact and
B n : B n q 1 : B n q 2 : ??? n ) n .  .  .  .0
 .and such that the intervals of zero values which surround B n satisfy
b n y j G b n q I and a n y j F a n y I .  .  .  .
for 0 F j F J and n ) n , where I and J are the orders of a k-free0
recurrence that F satisfies.
With this preparation, we are ready to state the main theorem:
THEOREM 1.4. Let
 p a n q b k q c ! .ss1 s s s kF n , k s P n , k j .  . q u n q ¨ k q w ! .ss1 s s s
 .be an admissible proper-hypergeometric term, and P n, k be a polynomial
with coefficients in Z. Let
< < < < < < < < < < < <x [ max a , b , c , u , ¨ , w , 4s s s s s s
s
 4y [ max p , q ,
j iw xz [ max n k P n , k , .
0Fi , j
d [ 1 q max deg P n , k , deg P n , k , 4 .  .k n
 .and let n be a gi¨ en integer. If  F n, k s 1 for0 k
 .2  .6 3 33 dq1 2 x y 5dq1.2 x y . dq1.2 x y . < <n F n F 3 xy d z q n , .0 0
 .then  F n, k s 1 for all n G n .k 0
 .This theorem also applies to proper-hypergeometric terms F n, k whose
 .  .polynomial parts P n, k have rational coefficients because P n, k can be
written in the form of a polynomial over Z divided by the least common
multiple of the denominators of the rational coefficients.
2. THE CENTRAL PROBLEM OF ESTIMATING n1
w xZeilberger in 7 gave the following construction for proving hypergeo-
 .metric identities. Given a proposed hypergeometric identity  F n, k sk
 .  .f n n G n we find a recurrence relation with polynomial-in n coeffi-0
 .cients for  F n, k using Sister Celine's method. Then we check whetherk
 .  .f n also satisfies the recurrence relation and whether f n agrees with
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 . F n, k for all relevant n's less than or equal to the sum of the order ofk
the recurrence and the largest integer zero for the leading coefficient of
the recurrence. If so, then by using the recurrence relation, it follows
 .  .that  F n, k s f n for all n G n . Since it is merely a routine task tok 0
 .check whether f n satisfies a given recurrence relation and whether
 .  . F n, k s f n for some initial values for n, ``all binomial identities arek
verifiable.''
In view of this construction it is natural to ask whether it is possible to
 .  .  .calculate directly from F n, k and f n an explicit integer n ) n such1 0
 .  .that to establish the identity, it suffices to check  F n, k s f n fork
 4n g n , . . . , n . In other words, is it possible to find n while avoiding0 1 1
 .  .knowledge of the recurrence relation satisfied by  F n, k and f n , itsk
order, and the largest integer zero of its leading coefficient?
Clearly, such an n must be at least as large as the sum of the smallest1
 .order of a recurrence relation satisfied by  F n, k and the largestk
integer zero of the leading coefficient of that recurrence. Moreover, we
 .  .need n large enough such that if f n agrees with  F n, k for n F1 k 0
 .  .n F n , then f n satisfies the same recurrence relations as  F n, k .1 k
w xRecently 4 Wilf and Zeilberger proved that every proper-hypergeomet-
ric term F satisfies a non-trivial k-free recurrence relation and provided a
priori upper bounds for the order of the recurrence. The integer J* is an
 .upper bound for the order of the recurrence satisfied by  F n, kk
 .provided F n, k is admissible. Also, J* gives upper bounds for the
 .degrees in n of the polynomial coefficients of the recurrence. To check
 .that f satisfies the same recurrence relation as  F n, k , we substitutek
 .  .  . F n, k by f n in the recurrence, divide by f n , put the resulting sumk
of rational functions in n over a common denominator, and require the
corresponding common numerator to be identically zero. But the numera-
 .tor polynomial in n is identically zero if it has more zeros than the
 .  .degree. Therefore it suffices to have f n s  F n, k for more distinctk
values of n than the degree of the numerator polynomial. Since we know
 .an upper bound for this degree from f n and the bound for the degrees
of the polynomial coefficients of the recurrence, an upper bound n for1
the number of cases to check can be found.
The most difficult part of finding n is the estimation of the largest1
integer zero of the leading coefficient polynomial of the recurrence. The
following example is cautionary, for it shows the existence of recurrence
relations for hypergeometric sums such that the leading coefficient of the
recurrence vanishes at values of n where the sum is well-defined.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the sum
n2s [ k y 9k q 4 , n G 0. .n  /k
k
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 . .  .We show that n y 16 n y 1 s y 2n n y 15 s s 0. Because the lead-nq1 n
 . .ing coefficient n y 16 n y 1 of this recurrence vanishes at n s 16, the
recurrence relation can be used to calculate s successively only whenn
n ) 16.
We find s by means of the ordinary generating series for s . Letn n
n2 kF n , k [ k y 9k q 4 and f x [ F n , k x . .  .  .  .n /k
k
Then
n2 kf x s k y 9k q 4 x .  .n  /k
k
ny2 2s 1 q x n n y 1 x q nx 1 q x .  .  .
2y9nx 1 q x q 4 1 q x . .  . .
 . ny2 2 .  . .Therefore s s f 1 s 2 n y 17n q 16 . Hence n y 16 n y 1 sn n nq1
 .y 2n n y 15 s s 0, or equivalently,n
2n n y 15 .
s s s , n ) 16.nq1 nn y 16 n y 1 .  .
The above example can be generalized so that the leading coefficient
vanishes at an arbitrarily large integer depending on the polynomial part
w xof the summand, see 5, Example 2 .
 .The next example shows that, even if the summand F n, k consists only
of factorial parts and does not have a polynomial part, it may happen that
 .the leading coefficient of the recurrence satisfied by  F n, k vanishes atk
positive integers where the sum is well-defined.
q  4  4 w xNotation. We let x [ max 0, x . The set 1, 2, . . . , I is denoted by I ,
mw x w x  4  .  .and I means I j 0 . We let x denote x x y 1 ??? x y m q 1 , and0
m  .  .x denote x x q 1 ??? x q m y 1 for positive integers m. We define
0 0x s 1 s x .
 .EXAMPLE 2. Fix a large positive integer n , and consider the sum-1
mand in Saalschutz' identity,È
a q k y 1 ! b q k y 1 ! n! ya y b q c q n q k ! .  .  .
F n , k [ .
k! n y k ! c q k y 1 ! .  .
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Then, by Saalschutz' identity,È
n nc y a c y b .  .
F n , k s \ f . . nnnc c y a y b .k
A recurrence for f isn
n q c n q c y a y b f y n q c y a n q c y b f s 0. .  .  .  .nq1 n
y  .Thus it suffices to pick a and b in Z and c [ y n y 2 .1
3. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we state the technical results necessary for estimating the
degree and the height that is, the maximum of the absolute values of
.  .  .the coefficients of a n , the leading polynomial-in-n coefficient of the0
 .recurrence relation satisfied by  F n, k .k
w xThe following theorem of 4 , guarantees the existence of a non-trivial
 .k-free recurrence for a proper-hypergeometric term F n, k , and gives a
priori upper bounds for the orders of the recurrence.
w xTHEOREM 3.1 4, Theorem 3.1 . E¨ery proper-hypergeometric term F
satisfies a non-tri¨ ial k-free recurrence relation. Indeed there exist I, J and
 .  .  .polynomials a n i s 0, . . . , I; j s 0, . . . , J not all zero, such that 1.1i, j
 . 2  .holds at e¨ery point n , k g Z for which F n , k / 0 and all of the0 0 0 0
 .  .¨alues F n y j, k y i that occur in 1.1 are well-defined. Furthermore,0 0
 .  .there exists such a recurrence with I, J s I*, J* , where
< < < < < < < <J* s b q ¨ , I* s 1 q deg P q J* a q u y 1 . .   s s s s / /
s s s s
The next proposition gives slightly better bounds for I* and J* which
are used in all subsequent estimates. The proof follows closely that of
w x4, Theorem 3.1 and is therefore omitted.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let
U [ u , V [ ¨ , A [ a , B [ b ,   s s s s
s ss, ¨ /0 s , b /0s s
q q q q
A [ a q yu , B [ b q y¨ , .  .  .  .   s s s s
s ss, b /0 s , ¨ /0s s
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 .and d s deg P n, k . Then J* and I* in Theorem 3.1 can be replaced byk
q q
J* s B q V y B and I* s 1 q d q J* A q U y A y 1 . .  . .
Next we state the certificate version of Theorem 3.1.
w xTHEOREM 3.3 4, Theorem 3.2A . Let F be a proper-hypergeometric term,
 . 2  . and let n, k g Z be a point at which F n, k / 0 and such that F n y j,
.k y i is well-defined for all 0 F i F I and 0 F j F J. Then there are polyno-
 .  .  .  .mials a n , a n , . . . , a n , not all zero, and a function G n, k such that0 1 J
 .  .  .G n, k s R n, k F n, k for some rational function R and such that
a n F n , k q a n F n y 1, k q ??? qa n F n y J , k .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 J
s G n , k y G n , k y 1 . .  .
w xIt is implicit in the proof in 4 of Theorem 3.3 that the rational function
 .  .R n, k called the certificate has the form
Iy1 J b n F n y j, k y i .  .i , j
, 3.1 .  F n , k .is0 js0
 .  .where b n are polynomials in n. By expressing the double sum 3.1i, j
over a common denominator
p
q q .  .  .a Jq b Iy1s sD n , k [ P n , k a n q b k q c .  .  .R s s s
ss1
q
q q .  .  .yu Jq y¨ Iy1s s= u n q ¨ k q w q 1 . s s s
ss1
 .and collecting the numerator polynomial N n, k in powers of k, weR
arrive at an upper bound for the degree in k of the numerator polynomial
 .of R n, k , namely
q
deg N n , k F deg P n , k q J A q U y A .  .  . .k R k
qq I y 1 B q V y B \ N . 3.2 .  .  . .
 .Therefore, R n, k has the form
N c n k i .is0 i
R n , k s 3.3 .  .
D n , k .R
 .for some polynomials c n .i
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w m n x  . m nNotation. We use x y P x, y to denote the coefficient of x y in
 .  .  . < w m l x  . <P x, y . We use P n, k U Q n, k to mean that n k P n, k F
< w m l x  . <  .n k Q n, k for all pairs of integers m, l .
The following lemmas estimate the heights of certain polynomials in two
variables.
 .LEMMA 3.4. Let P n, k be a polynomial in n and k with integer coeffi-
cients, and let
m lw xm s max n k P n , k , D s deg P n , k , .  .n
w x w xlg E , mg D0 0
E s deg P n , k . .k
Then for e¨ery positi¨ e integer J,
Dm l< <w xmax n k P n y j, k F 1 q J m. .  .
w x w x w xlg E , mg D , jg J0 0 0
 . E D l m < w l m x Proof. Suppose P n, k s   t k n . Then, k n P n yls0 ms0 lm
. <j, k is
Dym D
i Dm q i i i m l< <w xy1 t j F J max n k P n , k .  . l , mqi  /  /m i w x w xlg E , mg D0 0is0 is0
Ds 1 q J m .
w x  4 w x w xfor all j g J j 0 , l g E , and m g D .0 0 0
 . q  .LEMMA 3.5. Let Q n, k s  a n q b k q c , where a , b , c aress1 s s s s s s
integers. Then
m l q < < < < < <w xmax n k Q n , k - 3 max a , b , c . 4 .  s s s
w xm , lg q w xsg q0
Proof. We know that
q
Q n , k s a n q b k q c .  . s s s
ss1
q
< < < < < <U n q k q 1 max a , b , c . 4 .  s s s
w xsg q
 .qSince the absolute value of the largest coefficient of n q k q 1 is the
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trinomial coefficient
q
q q q q ,
, , q y y 03 3 3 3
then
m lw xmax n k Q n , k .
w xm , lg q 0
q
q q q q < < < < < <F max a , b , c 4 s s s, , q y y w x 0 sg q3 3 3 3
q B< < < < < <- 3 max a , b , c . 4 s s s
w xsg q
The following proposition gives a sufficient condition for a polynomial
not to vanish for large values of the independent variable.
 . w xPROPOSITION 3.6. Let a x g Z x , let d s deg a, and let m be
< w i x  . <  .max x a x . Then a x / 0 for all x ) md.igw d x0
Proof. Let
a x s a q a x q a x 2 q ??? qa x d , a / 0 all a g Z . .  .0 1 2 d d i
Then for sufficiently large x,
d dy1< < < <a x G x a y x a q ??? qa . d dy1 0
d < < dy1 < < < < < <G x a y x d ? max a , a , . . . , a 4d 0 1 dy1
dy1 < < < <s x x a y d ? max a ) 0, 4d j /w xjg dy1 0
if
< <d max aj
w xjg dy1 0x ) .
< <ad
Since a / 0 and a g Z, the latter surely holds if x ) md.d d
Finally we give an algorithm for solving a homogeneous symbolic linear
system of equations.
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DEFINITION. Let M be an l = m matrix over the field of rational
functions over Q. The generic rank of M is the number of non-zero rows
in the reduced row-echelon form of M.
 .  .  . w xSince row rank M s column rank M s rank M from 3, p. 337 , the
generic rank is the classical definition of the rank of a matrix over a
division ring. Henceforth we use rank to mean the generic rank.
In this section, we consider a special class of matrices M, l = m such
that l - m, and M , the entries of M, are polynomials in x with integeri j
coefficients. Since M is a subset of the matrices over the field of rational
functions, the rank of M is well-defined.
Let x be an m = 1 vector with indeterminate polynomial entries,
  .4ma x , with integer coefficients. The problem is to solve for x inn 1
Mx s 0, for some M of non-zero rank.
The following is a procedure for finding x. Let Mx s 0 be a system of
homogeneous linear equations such that
 .1 M is l = m, l - m,
 .2 entries of M are polynomials in x with integer coefficients,
 .3 M has rank r ) 0,
 . t   .  ..4 x s a x , . . . , a x ,1 m
 .  .5 a x is not identically zero.1
 .Note that 5 can be assumed without loss of generality.
Then x can be obtained from the following procedure:
Step A. By renumbering the unknowns, if necessary, and permuting
the columns of M, arrange that the first r columns of M have rank r.
 .Step B. Interchange the rows of the resulting matrix from 1 above
to make the r = r upper left-hand corner of M, called M9, a square
matrix of rank r.
Step C. Set all but the first r variables in the new x to 1.
Step D. What remains is a system of r inhomogeneous linear
equations in x , x , . . . , x , say M9x9 s y9. We note that y9 / 0. For if1 2 r
y9 s 0, and M9 is of full rank, then the only solution to M9x9 s 0 is the
 .  .zero solution. But x9 has a x as its first member, and a x is assumed to1 1
be non-zero.
Step E. Use Cramer's rule to find the unknowns x9, namely
det M Xn
the nth entry of x9 s n s 1, . . . , r . .
det M9
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In particular,
det M X1
a x s . .1 det M9
Step F. To make the solution for x a polynomial solution, we
multiply x by det M9. Since M9 is obtained from M by interchanging rows
and columns, the entries of M9 are still polynomials with integer coeffi-
cients. Therefore det M9 is a polynomial over Z. Similarly, each M X hasn
w xentries over Z x , for entries of y9 are sums of some entries in M. Thus the
complete solution vector is
tX Xthe new x s det M , . . . , det M , det M9, . . . , det M9 . .1 r
4. THE APPROACH
 .Given an admissible proper-hypergeometric term F n, k , we estimate
 .  .the degree of the leading non-zero coefficient, a n , in a recurrence0
 .satisfied by F n, k , and give an a priori estimate of the positive integer na
 .such that a n / 0 for all n G n . The plan consists of the following0 a
steps:
 .1 Set up a homogeneous linear system of equations with a , . . . , a0 J
as a part of the unknown vector and solve for a using Cramer's rule.0
 .  .2 Estimate the degree and the height of a n by estimating the0
 .determinant expression for a n . Finally, use Proposition 3.6 to obtain n .0 a
We now examine the first step of the plan in detail. Let an admissible
 .  .  .proper-hypergeometric term F n, k be given such that P n, k in F n, k
has integer coefficients. Recall from Definition 1.1 that
 p a n q b k q c ! .ss1 s s s kF n , k s P n , k j . .  . q u n q ¨ k q w ! .ss1 s s s
w xThen Theorem 3.2A of 4 guarantees the existence of polynomials
 .  .  . < < < <a n , a n , . . . , a n , not all zero, an integer J F  b q  ¨ , and a0 1 J s s s s
 .  .  .  .function G n, k such that G n, k s R n, k F n, k for some rational
function R and such that
a n F n , k q a n F n y 1, k q ??? qa n F n y J , k .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 J
s G n , k y G n , k y 1 . 4.1 .  .  .
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 .  .Without loss of generality, assume a n is not identically zero. From 3.3 ,0
 .we may assume that R n, k has the form
N c n k i .is0 i
D n , k .R
 .  w x .for some polynomials, c n i g N , wherei 0
q q
N s deg P n , k q J A q U y A q I y 1 B q V y B . .  .  .  . .  .k
 .See Proposition 3.2 for the definitions of A, B, A, B, U, and V. Dividing
 .  .both sides of 4.1 by F n, k , we get
F n y 1, k F n y J , k .  .
a n q a n q ??? qa n .  .  .0 1 JF n , k F n , k .  .
iN i N c n k  c n k y 1 F n , k y 1 .  .  .  .is0 i is0 is y . 4.2 .
D n , k D n , k y 1 F n , k .  .  .R R
 .  .Putting 4.2 over a common denominator D n, k , we find that we can
take
p
q q .  .a Jq b Is sD n , k [ P n , k a n q b k q c .  .  . s s s
ss1
=
q
q q .  .yu Jq y¨ Is su n q ¨ k q w q 1 . . s s s
ss1
 .Next we collect all terms of 4.2 to the left side to get
L q L q ??? qL y R q R0 1 J 1 2 s 0, 4.3 .
D n , k .
where for 0 F j F J,
q .j yasL n , k [ a n P n y j, k a n q b k q c q 1 .  .  .  .j j s s s
s
q . .Jyj aq s= a n q b k q c y a J q 1 . . s s s s
s
 .qI bq s
= a n q b k q c y a J . . s s s s
s
 . .qJy j yuq s
= u n q ¨ k q w q yu J . . s s s s
s
 .qj u s= u n q ¨ k q w . s s s
s
q .J y¨q s= u n q ¨ k q w q yu J q 1 , . . s s s s
s
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and
N
iR n , k [ c n k .  .1 i /
is0
q .bq q s= a n q b k q c y a J y b I q 1 .  . . s s s s s
s
 .qy¨q q s
= u n q ¨ k q w q yu J q y¨ I , .  . . s s s s s
s
and
N N ij iyjR n , k [ y1 c n k .  .  . 2 i  /j /js0 isj
qq  . . ¨yb ss= a n q b k q c q 1 u n q ¨ k q w . .  . s s s s s s
s s
We solve for the unknown polynomials in n, namely
a , a , . . . , a , c , c , . . . , c ,0 1 J 0 1 N
 .by expanding the terms of 4.3 , and collect like powers of k. Since the
 . lleft-hand side of 4.3 is zero, the coefficients of k must be identically
zero. This yields a system of linear homogeneous equations. We then
t  .express the system as Mx s 0, where x s a , a , . . . , a , c , c , . . . , c ,0 1 J 0 1 N
and the ith row of M corresponds to the coefficients of k iy1 in the
 .common numerator of 4.3 . We are now set to apply the matrix procedure
 .in the end of Section 3 for finding a polynomial a n using Cramer's rule.0
The second step of the plan consists of three lemmas. The first one gives
an upper bound for the maximum degree of the entries of M. The second
one bounds the largest coefficient of the entries of M. With these two
lemmas, we obtain upper bounds for the degree and the largest coefficient
 .  X .of a n which is det M from the matrix procedure . In all the lemmas0 1
below, x, y, z, and d are as defined in Theorem 1.4. The proofs are
w xomitted and can be found in 6 .
LEMMA 4.1. The maximum degree o¨er all entries of M regarded as a
 .3  .polynomial in n is bounded by 2 xy q d 1 q 2 xy .
LEMMA 4.2. The absolute ¨alue of the largest coefficient of the entries of M
2 . r 3qd r . r 3qr dqdis bounded by zd 3 x r q 1 , where r s 2 xy.
< w l x <Knowing the bounds for max deg M and max n M , we esti-i, j i, j i, j, l i, j
X < w i x X < Xmate bounds for deg det M and max n det M , where M is obtained1 i 1 1
by applying the matrix procedure to M. Recall that M9 is obtained from M
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by permuting the rows and columns of M so that the upper left-hand
corner of M9 has the property that rank M9 s rank M, and the degrees in
n of the entries of M9 are bounded by max deg M . Therefore, fromi, j i, j
the way M X is obtained,1
23Xdeg det M F rank M9 max deg M - 2 xy q d 1 q 2 xy .  .  . .1 i , j
i , j
because the rank r of M9 is bounded by the number of rows of the
original matrix M. Since the number of rows of M is one more than the
 .degree in k of the numerator polynomial in 4.3 ,
q q
r F 1 q deg P n , k q J A q U y A q I B q V y B , .  .  . .  .k
 .qwhere J F B q V y B and
q q
I F 1 q deg P n , k q A q U y A y 1 B q V y B . .  .  . .  .k
 .See Proposition 3.2 for the definitions of A, B, A, B, U, and V.
Therefore,
J F 2 xy ,
2I F J q I F d q 2 xy , .
3
r F d 1 q 2 xy q 2 xy . .  .
By the definition of the determinant,
det M X s sgn s e e ??? e . .1 1, s 1. 2, s 2. r , s  r .
sgSr
Again from the way M X is obtained from M, the heights of the entries in1
X  . < w l x <the first column of M are bounded by J q N q 2 y r max n M ,1 i, j, l i j
< w l x <and the heights of the remaining entries are bounded by max n M .i, j, l i j
Hence
r
X lw xdet M ) r ! J q N q 2 y r max n M .1 i j /i , j , l
r
m my1= n q n q ??? qn q 1 , .
where m s max deg M , soi, j i j
r
Xi lw x w xmax n det M F r ! J q N q 2 y r max n M 1 q m . .  .1 i j /i i , j , l
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Finally, by Proposition 3.6, using the bounds just computed above, we
obtain the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.3. Let
 p a n q b k q c ! .ss1 s s s kF n , k s P n , k j .  . q u n q ¨ k q w ! .ss1 s s s
 .be an admissible proper-hypergeometric term and P n, k be a polynomial
with coefficients in Z. Let
< < < < < < < < < < < <x [ max a , b , c , u , ¨ , w , 4s s s s s s
s
 4y [ max p , q ,
j iw xz [ max n k P n , k , .
0Fi , j
d [ 1 q max deg P n , k , deg P n , k , 4 .  .k n
3m [ 2 xy q d 1 q 2 xy . .  .
m .2 m  ..m2Then n F z md 3 x 2 xy q 1 .a
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Proof of Theorem 1.4. By Theorem 3.3, there exist a positive integer
< < < <  .  .  .J F  b q  ¨ and polynomials a n , a n , . . . , a n such thats s s s 0 1 J
a n F n , k q a n F n y 1, k q ??? qa n F n y J , k .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 J
s G n , k y G n , k y 1 . 4.1 .  .  .
 .Without loss of generality, we assume that a n is not the zero polyno-0
 .  .mial. Since F n, k is admissible, we can sum 4.1 over k to get a
homogeneous recurrence for the sum.
a n F n , k q a n F n y 1, k q ??? .  .  .  . 0 1
k k
q a n F n y J , k s 0. 4.4 .  .  .J
k
 .We know that a n / 0 for all n G n . Thus for n G n ,0 a a
a n  F n y 1, k q ??? qa n  F n y J , k .  .  .  .1 k J k
F n , k s y . . a n .0k
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 .3 dq1.22 x y .6 5 dq1.2 x y .3 dq1.2 x y .3 < <Let n [ 3 xy d z q n . By the hypothesis,1 0
 .  .we have that  F n, k s 1 for n F n F n , so 4.4 gives thatk 0 1
a n q a n q ??? qa n s 0. 4.5 .  .  .  .0 1 J
 .  X4By Step F of the matrix procedure, deg a n F max deg det M jj i igw p x
 X4. X Xdeg det M . From the way M and M are obtained, it is clear thati
23Xdeg det M F rank M9 max deg M - 2 xy q 2 xy q 1 d . .  .  . .i i j
ij
Similarly,
23Xdeg det M - 2 xy q 2 xy q 1 d . .  . .
So
23deg a n - 2 xy q 2 xy q 1 d < n 4.6 .  .  .  . .j 1
w x  .  .  .for j g J , and the polynomial a n q a n q ??? qa n has more0 0 1 J
 .  .  .zeros than its degree. It follows that a n q a n q ??? qa n is identi-0 1 J
 .cally zero. Therefore 1 satisfies the same recurrence as the sum  F n, k .k
m .2 m  ..m2  .3 By Lemma 4.3, n F z dm 3 x 2 xy q 1 , where m s 2 xy q d 1a
.q 2 xy , and J F 2 xy, we have that n ) n q J y 1, or enough initial1 a
 .values of n in  F n, k satisfy the recurrence to begin an induction.k
< <  .Furthermore n 4 n q max deg a n , or 1 satisfies the recurrence1 0 jgw J x j0
 .for all n. Thus  F n, k s 1 for n F n F n implies that by inductionk 0 1
the equality holds for all n.
6. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE MAIN THEOREM
We consider in the following theorem hypergeometric identities of the
 .  .  .type  F n, k s f n , where F n, k is an admissible proper-hypergeo-k
 . metric term and f n is a hypergeometric term. Instead of f s 1 as in
.Theorem 1.4. In Theorem 6.2, the object of interest will be identities of
 .  .the form  F n, k s  G n, k , where F and G are both admissiblek k
proper-hypergeometric terms.
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THEOREM 6.1. Let
 p a n q b k q c ! .ss1 s s s kF n , k s P n , k j .  . q u n q ¨ k q w ! .ss1 s s s
be an admissible proper-hypergeometric term, where P is a polynomial with
coefficients in Z. Let
Q n  r a n q b ! .  .ss1 s s nf n s z . tS n  m n q n ! .  .ss1 s s
be a hypergeometric term, where Q and S are polynomials with coefficients in
Q. Let
< < < < < < < < < < < <x [ max a , b , c , u , ¨ , w , 4s s s s s s
s
 4y [ max p , q ,
j iw xz [ max n k P n , k , .
0Fi , j
d [ 1 q max deg P n , k , deg P n , k , 4 .  .k n
 .  .and let n be a gi¨ en integer. If  F n, k s f n for n F n F n , then0 k 0 1
 .  . F n, k s f n and all n G n , wherek 0
 .2  .6 3 33 dq1 2 x y 5dq1.2 x y . dq1.2 x y .n [ max 3 xy d z , .1 
2 6n q d q 1 2 xy q deg Q q 2 xy q 1 deg S .  .  .0
< < < <q2 xy a q m . s s / 5
s s
w xProof. By Theorem 3.1 of 4 , we know that there exist a positive
< < < <  .  .  .integer J F  b q  ¨ and polynomials a n , a n , . . . , a n suchs s s s 0 1 J
that
a n F n , k q a n F n y 1, k q ??? qa n F n y J , k .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 J
s G n , k y G n , k y 1 . 6.1 .  .  .
 .  .Since F n, k is admissible, we can sum 6.1 over k to get
a n F n , k qa n F ny1, k q ??? q a n F nyJ , k s 0. .  .  .  .  .  .  0 1 J
k k k
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 . From Section 4, we know that a n / 0 for all n G n . See the first0 a
.paragraph of Section 4 for the definition of n . Thereforea
a n  F n y 1, k q ??? qa n  F n y J , k .  .  .  .1 k J k
F n , k s y . a n .0k
 .  .for all n G n . From the hypothesis,  F n, k s f n for n F n F n .a k 0 1
Hence
a n f n y 1 q ??? qa n f n y J .  .  .  .1 J
f n s y 6.2 .  .
a n .0
 .  .for n F n F n . Dividing both sides of 6.2 by f n we geta 1
f n y 1 f n y 2 f n y J .  .  .
a n q a n q a n q ??? qa n s 0. .  .  .  .0 1 2 Jf n f n f n .  .  .
6.3 .
 .Putting 6.3 over a common denominator, we find that the numerator
polynomial
a n f n q a n f n q ??? qa n f n s 0, 6.4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 1 1 J J
 w x .where the f 's j g J are all polynomials of degree at mostj 0
< < < <deg Q q J q 1 deg S q J a q m .  s s /
s s
 w x .and the a 's j g J are polynomials whose degrees are bounded by rm.j 0
  . .See 4.6 . Since
n G max n q J y 1, n q rm q deg Q q J q 1 deg S .1 a 0
< < < <qJ a q m , s s / 5
s s
 .we have more zeros than the degree of the polynomial in 6.4 . Therefore,
 .the numerator polynomial of 6.3 is identically zero, or equivalently,
a n f n q a n f n y 1 q ??? qa n f n y J s 0. .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 J
 .Thus we have 6.2 for all n G n .a
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 .  .The facts that f n and  F n, k satisfy the same recurrence relationk
 .  .  .and that  F n, k s f n for n F n F n imply by induction on n thatk 0 1
 .  . F n, k s f n for all n G n .k 0
The following theorem has a sum of hypergeometric terms on both sides
of the equal sign.
THEOREM 6.2. Let
 p a n q b k q c ! .ss1 s s s kF n , k s P n , k j .  . q u n q ¨ k q w ! .ss1 s s s
and
 r a n q b k q g ! .ss1 s s s kG n , k s Q n , k z .  . t d n q f k q c ! .ss1 s s s
be admissible proper-hypergeometric terms, where P and Q are polynomials
with coefficients in Z. Let
< < < < < < < < < < < <x [ max a , b , c , u , ¨ , w , 4s s s s s s
s
j iw x 4y [ max p , q , z [ max n k P n , k , .
0Fi , j
d [ 1 q max deg P n , k , deg P n , k , 4 .  .k n
< < < < < < < < < < < <  4f [ max a , b , g , d , f , c , g [ max r , t , 4s s s s s s
s
e [ 1 q max deg Q n , k , deg Q n , k , 4 .  .k n
 .let n be a gi¨ en integer, and assume w.l.o. g. that xy F fg. If  F n, k s0 k
 .  .  . G n, k for n F n F n , then  F n, k s  G n, k for all n G n ,k 0 1 k k 0
where
2 7 4n [ max n q 2 max d, e q 1 2 fg , . .1 0
 .2  .6 3 33 dq1 2 x y 5dq1.2 x y . dq1.2 x y .3 xy d z . . 5
w xProof. By Theorem 3.1 of 4 , there exist a positive integer J F
< < < <  .  .  . b q  ¨ and polynomials a n , a n , . . . , a n such thats s s s 0 1 J
a n F n , k q a n F n y 1, k q ??? qa n F n y J , k .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 J
s F9 n , k y F9 n , k y 1 . 6.5 .  .  .
< < < <Similarly, there exist a positive integer I F  b q  f and polynomi-s s s s
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 .  .  .als b n , b n , . . . , b n such that0 1 I
b n G n , k q b n G n y 1, k q ??? qb n G n y I , k .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 I
s G9 n , k y G9 n , k y 1 . 6.6 .  .  .
 .  .Summing 6.5 and 6.6 over k, we get
a n F n , k q a n F n y 1, k q ??? .  .  .  . 0 1
k k
q a n F n y J , k s 0 6.7 .  .  .J
k
and
b n G n , k q b n G n y 1, k q ??? .  .  .  . 0 1
k k
q b n G n y I , k s 0, 6.8 .  .  .I
k
since both F and G are admissible.
By the hypothesis, xy F fg, so both I and J are bounded by 2 fg. Our
 .goal is to show that  G n, k satisfies the same recurrence relation ask
 .  .  . F n, k , or vice versa. This is achieved if  G n, k satisfies 6.7 ork k
 .  . F n, k satisfies 6.8 fork
n F n F n q 2 fg q 1 1 q max max deg a n , max deg b n , .  .  . 50 0 j i /w x w xjg J ig I0 0
 .  ..because there are I q 1 1 q max deg b n indeterminates inigw I x i0
c nr G n y i , k s 0, . r , i
w x kig I ,0
 .0FrFmax deg b njg w I x j0
 .  ..and J q 1 1 q max deg a n indeterminates in the correspondingjgw J x j0
 .recurrence for F n, k .
We know from Theorem 1.4 that
2 6I F 2 fg and max deg b n F e q 1 2 fg ; .  .  .i
w xig I 0
2 6J F 2 xy F 2 fg and max deg a n F d q 1 2 xy .  .  .j
w xjg J 0
2 6F d q 1 2 fg . .  .
Thus
max I q 1 1 q max deg b n , J q 1 1 q max deg a n F n , .  .  .  .i j 2 /  / 5w x w xig I jg J0 0
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where
n [ 2 fg q 1 1 q max max deg a n , max deg b n . .  .  . 52 j i /w x w xjg J ig I0 0
 .  .Since n y n ) n , and  F n, k s  G n, k for n F n F n , we1 0 2 k k 0 1
 .conclude that  G n, k satisfies the same recurrence relation ask
 .  .  . F n, k . Further, a n / 0 for n G n . Therefore, both  F n, k andk 0 a k
 . G n, k are determined inductively byk
a n  F n y 1, k q ??? qa n  F n y J , k .  .  .  .1 k J k
F n , k s y . a n .0k
 .  .for n G n . We conclude that if  F n, k s  G n, k for n F n F n ,a k k 0 1
 .  .then  F n, k s  G n, k for all n G n .k k 0
CONCLUSION
The estimate for n allows one in theory to take a hypergeometric1
identity and prove it by checking a finite number of cases numerically
 .without finding a recurrence relation first . The techniques and lemmas
used to obtain the estimate are applicable in general, although the esti-
mates derived are quite large compared to the estimate from the recur-
rence. If more is known about the linear system of equations, the size of n1
can be greatly reduced.
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